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An Analysis of Text Variables in Three Current Reading nagnostic Tests

Considerable research has been conducted examining the text variables
which influence comprehension.

Collectively thTS research'has indicated that

variables such as content structure (Meyer; 1975), prOpositionS (Kintsch &

Keenan, 1973), and.implicit/explicit connectives which'establish rOationships .
between ideas in'a text (Marshall & Glock, 1978-79; Irwin, 1980) can
facilitiate or inhibit comOrehensial performance.

In addition, the devee of.

prior knowledge the reader brings to the topic can increase or decrease text

processing demands (Kinttch,s19i9; Marr & Gormley,1982). -These findings have
significance not only for instructional_purpoSes, but-also for the assessment
of.reading comprehension proficiency.

If the purpose of:aSsessment is to

identify a student's comprehension ability, then text variables wich inhibit
comprehension peed to be identified and systematically controlled when-teit

passages are Constructed'thereby perMitiinvthe diagnostician to distinguish
,,)!L

the student's coMprehension proficiency 'froni the comprehensibility Of the
text.

r

At present, authors of reading dignostic tests have failed to

.onstruct such passages thus cOnfounding comprehension.ability and text
coMprehensibility, Making,the diagnosis Of reading comprehension probleMs a

C)

most.difficult task.

Text Variables
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To'further illustrate th'i.s.point; this paper identifies several text
,

variables which have not been controlled in.passages selected.from three

commonly used reading diagnostic tests and discusses how these tegt passages
may, _in fact, inhibit Comprehension.

.

Readability Formulae
TraditionallY, rdadability formulae have been used as indices of the
difficulty level of text; that is

as an index which predicts the number of

questiOns a child may,answer correctly from a particular passage.

Many of

these early formulae were validated 'on selections from the-McCall Crabbs

Standard Test lessonsx:Surface features of the text such as the /umber of
words in'a passage-or the number of sentences in a passage were'used in a
linear_regression formalaLtd_predict the difficulty level of a passage (Klare,
4

1974-75).

Several proponents' of readability foimulae recognize that these

formulae are predictive indices only, and that they were 'not designed to cause
,

ease or difficulty in reading text nor provide assurance of improving
readability (Klare, 1974,75).
at they were intended.

Unfortunately these formulae are not beiag used

In fact, many individuals use these formdlae as

guideltnes for increasing or decreasing the reading level of a passage.

All

.

top frequeurtly individual s con strtiMF passages -calculate-a-read abj 1 i ty levelafter, the passage has been written, then make adjustments to the passage to

match the text with the reading levels of the ftudents for whom the passage
was intended.

As a re'sult, problems related to.text comprehensibility occur.

When an original text is adapted to decrease readability, complex sentences
are frequently divided into simple sentences and vocabulary is simplified.

9

C.

cr.!

Text_Variables
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Since the relatiohships between ideas in the sentenes becomes impliclt,
paradoxically the processing demands and inferencing tkilOs require0 of the
-

reader are increased (Kintsch 8,Vipona, 1979; Pearson, 1974-75). -Also, topic
.

,

.

sentences are frequently deleted eliminating an intedrative device for the
)reader.

As Davis-fon and Kantor (1982)'note,.readabi1ity formulae mot only

don't define readability, but can be misused such.that they in fact decrease
the comprehentibility of text.Although there are numerous readability formulae available most use only

few variables to determine the level of difficulty of a passage.

a

These

variables occur at the word or sentence level and include:. a) word-frequency,
b) number of letters in a word; c) number of syllables Tn a-word, d) number pf

Ards in a sentence, and e) number of s.entences per passage (Klere, 1974.-75).
While researchers have examined other sentence characteristics such as

prepositional pnrases, degree of sbordination, and passive verb forms, these
variables h4ve been less 'strongly correlated with readability criteria.

As a

result, Word frequency, word length, and sentence length have remained the

three variables most widcly'used in readability formUlae due to strong
p'redictive power and ease of use (Seldoni 1981).

TeXt Variables

Cognitive Psychologists and Linguists have conducted numerous studies in

which text variables hae been manipulated and the effects evaluated in terms
of subsequent cpmprehenison performance

In particular, ;several text

variables have been found to influence the comprehensibility of' te)q.
.

Kintscn

andlVipond (1979)-stimmarize the effects of these variables In their chapter

A

A

Text Variables"
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noting th-at the number of idea wits in a passage, the number of different
arguments.used in a text base, the nuinber of explicit connectives:between

sentences, end the number of inferences required to conneCt the textabase can
increase.or decrease the processing demands made on the reader.

Kintsch

4

(1979) defines reading difficulty in terms of the meaning characteristics of
-

the text and the professes required of the reader to 'extraC

this meaning.
.

He

g

suggests that a forMula of reading diffcculty should iiic1udesuch variables
P

as:

numbers of reinstatement searches (the search of long term memory to

match with information in the text), word frequency; idea unit density (the
4

number of words per ideas expressed), the number of inferentes, the number of'
processing cycles (cycles necessary to pickLup, match and store information in

memory), and the number of different arguments (repeated ideas) in a text
base:

Similarly, other researchers have found that the content structure of

the text (Meyer, 1975) and the main-idea statements (Marshall &
1978-79) can influence comprehension.

Further, reader variables such as

ourootb for reading and or Oflor knowledge of the i'opic tan compensate 'for
a

poorly organized"text and increase the amount of text processed (Kintsch &
Vipiond, 1.979).

For the purpose ofthis.paper the following reader and text variables were
considered 'foir the evaluation of passage comprehensibility:

content

familiarity; 16-6-abulary;-the number-of-idea units in the text, the number Of

text-basgd inferences required to integrate ideas, the existence of main idea .
statements, and.the logical sequence of ideat in the Passage.

'

Text Variables.

ft
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Materials

t

Three reading diagnostic-testi were selected for evaluation. .Criferia for
.

selection.included recency, frdquency.of ue in th6e schools, and measurement
-df comprehension performance,. The three tests selected were:. .the Stanford'

Diagnostic Rgading Test'(SDRT), a vup test assessing comprehension via
literal and-inferential questions; the Spabhe Diagnostic'ReadingScales

,(Spache), an individua711y administered test:also using questionstosess
4

0

,a

comprehension; and the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty (Durrell), an
administgred test assessing comprehension Nia,a recall and brobe
-question technique.

Selections from the secold, fourth and Sixth reader

levels were evaluated to identify passage characteristics across reader levels
and' test intonsistencies.

Procedures

With regard to text variables, each selectidn was transformed into a
0

-

series of propositions or idea units (Kintsch, ;1974).

In this manner, the

number of idea units and tekt-based inferences.required to,tntegrate ideas
could be,,quantified for each passage.

Also, 'eight advanced level gradpate

students rated each selection with regard to content familiarity..

Using a

high, MediuM, lOw .scale, they rated each. Passage in terms of itt relative

.

familianity to.students whose grade placement corresponded to the Teader level
1:1

vfor which the passage was intended.

ea

777.
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With regard to readability. formula variables,

an apple computer program

was emplo/ed'in which each passage was evaluated in terms of four readdbility
formulae:

the ARI, Flesch-Kincaid, Harris-Jacobson, and the Dale-Chall (see

Klare, 1974-75, for a detailed desCription of these formulae).

'RESULTS.AND DISCUSSION

Second Reader Level Passages
4.

In an attempt .to maintain a low readability index, passages wr,itten at theprimary reader level's are typically very brief consisting of short,sdisjointed
.

simple sentences.and a simplified vocaulary.

These passage featUres increase

the processing demarids for the reader, because concepts are vaguely defintd

(Langer, 1982) and the Teader has to inrere'the missing information (Marshall,
1,979; Beck, MCKeown, McCastin & Burke, )979).
the readability of thes'e passages

Thus, i6 an effort °,;() reduce

the authors have, in fact, decreased their

comprehensibility.

As noted in Table 1, all three passages were designed to assess second
-

reader level comprehensixi skills.

1

However, they vary considerably with

regard to length (SDRT, 53 words and Spache, 119 words) and readabilfty.
estimates within one passage (3.0 and 4.7 SORT).

This.variability At only

suggests that ti-ie passages are not Comparable but also_calls into question
the
_

utility of readability indices designed to identify the reader level of the
passage.

INSERT-TABLE 1

_

Text. Variables
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An examination of the text.variables contained in each of the passages

.reveals a few pOtnts worthy of attention.

.although. content familiarity

is generally mediUm to-high across'all three..se1ections, thereby4facilitating

comprehension,' the' number of _idea units expressed in 'each passage yaries

considerably from 20 to 50 thus.altering the processing requirements of ean
A

of the tests. As Kintsch and Keenan (i973) note, an increas.e in th'e nimber of
-

propositions in a selection increAe.s the processing time for thatpassage.
Second, the.number of text-based inferences "required to integrateideas in the
passages varies from 5 (Durre31 and SDRT) to 15 (Spache).

Thus, even though

al'1' three ctelections are designed-for the ledend reader level, the Spathe
require& more text-ipased inference's if compr.ehensjon' is to occur.

idea statements 'are not present iv all three passages.

Third, main

In the absence o

such

statementsthe reader must'infer the gist Dr main idea of the selection
thereby increasing proce-ing,aemands:. -A coMparison of the three test
passages reveals that the Spache-provides a main*.idea statement in the first
sentence of-the paragraph." The _Durrell doesInot contain

lich a statement;

however, it does have a title which
coind serye as an advanced organizer , or
,
the reader. .No main idea statement is present in the SDRT passage, making the
.

task of identifying'the gist of this selection quite a challenge.

In addition

the sentences of this paragraph do not appear to be logically related.
,

,

The

selection begins with the statement, "Bebara lived in a city....," then

follows with,. "playing: baseball in the park" and "eating lunch" and\ -loses
v

with, "cows eat Chocol ate grass."

I

0

\

0

Text Variables
.

.

.8
11

Text
organization can also,influence comprehensibility.
_
0

The Spache
.,

,
.

selection appears to suffer'from what Langer (1982) calls imitation genre.
.,

That is, the fext deviates from the expected.genre pattern and creates
r

,confusion for the reader.
statement,

In thit selecton the first sentence is a main idea

...Bob took a trip to the zoo.'; followcd'by sentences about what

occurred when he first arrived at the zoo.

The selection proceeds to a second

paragraph which begins,."on the way out of the park..." completely omitting
Information related to -what occurred durifig the visit and violating the'

reader:s scheMa for the structure of the text (Meyer0-1981).

.

This selection

also containsan illogical sentence wIlich.Might create confusion and
,

comprehensi'on difficulty for the reader.

The sentence, "The cages were clean,

but the-lions didn't seem to like them..." leads the reader to beliexe that
,

lions like cages if they are.cleen, contrary to.whataost readers have

previouslylearned.
In sum, all three test passages suffer from a lack of systematic control
0

of text variables tnus decreasing their comprehensibility.

However, of the

three'passages evaluated at this level, the Spache appears to be the most
.

difIcult to comprehend because of its number of idea units, number of

required inferencesand imitation genre features.

\

Fourth Reader Level Passages

Readability indices and text variables for passages at the fourth reader
leVel are also listed in Table 1.

In general, these passages differ from the

second reader passages in tenms of content familiarity, length, number of

Text Yariables
9

text-tased inferences'and contenestructure.

4=

These selections are1 r6st

'di-Uicult to com-prehend because they are written about less'familiar t64pics

(e.g. steamboats and bananai), they are longer, contain a greater number of
-

idea units and required text-base inferences per passage 4almost twice as
-

many), and they are expository rather than narrative in nature (Meyer, 1981):

COnsistent with.the findings at the secong reader level, the Spache
; passage is almost twice as long as the other two selections. -It has inCreased

in length from 119 words to 216 words ahd in the number of idea units from 50
,

to 95.

The Durrell selection has also almost doubled in length andmnumber of

propositions while the SDRT passage has changed only moderately from 5310 88
words and from 22 to 35 idea units.

Tte readability indiceS vdry across the

passages trom 4.9-to 6.9, although they appear to fluctuate less within-a
selection than was noted

reviously perhaps due to the explicit nature of the

passages at this 'level.

An examination of the'text variables in each of the passages also reveals
observations consistent with those found at the second reader* level,.
\
.

Durrell passage.contains six more words than the SDRT, but both passages

contain the same number of idea units
.

The

A compa ison of the number of

inferences between p'assages reveals that although the DUrell and SDRT contain

the same number of idea units, the Durrell requires a greater number of
text-based inferences to link these ide'as together.

These findings illustrate

the_-significant difference between readability variables such as passage

length and text variables sucti-as fdea units and,text-based inferences whin
11444

influence comprehensibility.

Text Variables
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The presence,of main idea statements in the passages continues:to Vary at
this level.

The.Durrell passage contains a title and a main idea statement in

the first sent,eiice of the paragraph.

The selectiem is presented in logical
,

order and

ordains ekplicit connectives which _establish relaionships between
-

ideas in the'sentences.-

While the SDRT did not proOde a main idea statement

at the second reader level, at this level it does have a main idea in the form
of a prequestion which serves'as an -excellenta dvanced organizer for yie
,
.

reader.

,

Perhaps the authors felt such a feature Was important to the

comprehension of unfamiliar, epository text.

The'Spache Selection does ribt

contain a main idea st tement and continues to lack strong text arganization.

Some of the sentences in this pAsage alsb coiltin cohesive ties which appear
inappropriate and create further confusion for,the reader.

For. example, "He

(Jon Paul's brother) waS eager to talk about-the wonderul country,-but John
,

.

Paul alre4dy loved AMerida,"

or "Nothing unusu0 happened, bu't everyday was.a

i \
!

real, adyenture for the new:ship'

boy."

.

4
Even though all three passas differ liiith.rard to the text Yariab-les,,
."

-A
the Spache selection-appars to havethe
greatest number of idea'Units and

required text-based inferences,. To add to the difficulty of this passage, it
does not contain a title or main idea statement and is'poorly structured,

containing disjointed ideas and inappropriatetonnectives.

The Durrell and

SDRT remain a bit more comprehensible and comparable.

-s*\

Sixth Reader Level Passa

\
Table 1 contains the readabilitkindices and
ea- t the sixth rdader level.

t

ariables 'for passages

These selctions are alf ekpository in nature and

describe relatively unfamiliar topics:\ fleas, building stone, and the history
'of golf.
.

\

\

Text Variables
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An examination of surface,text 'features reveels patterns similarto those
found at the other two reader levels.

The test passages all vary with regard

to length.(88 to 188 words) and readability indices (from 5.4 to 9.12 reader

levels), although readability measuresmain more stable for the Durrell and
SDRT selections:

Main idea placement patterns were similar across-the fourth

1

and sixth reader level passages.

The Durrellqselection Contains a title which

serves as its main idea and the SDRT contains a main;idea statement in the

I

'f#st sentence.

Conversely and consistently the Spache doesn!t prOvide any

:.explicit.main idea statement.

At this level some different text variables are present.

The Durell

selection contains a few difficult vocabulary words such as "relent d" and
"indulge;" however, both terms are def,ned implicitly by the contex
selection.

of the

This selection elso con,a4ns some les's familiar expressions such

as, Pgained a Wide following" and "grown in favor" as well as complex
sentenceS thereby increasing the processing demands of thetext.

However,

this selection is well structured tb facilitate comprehension.
The SDRT selection is similarly well organized.

This'selection also uses

/

simile to facilitate comprehension of the unfamliar concept r-silin:

"...the

resilin stretches like a rubber band when the flea is ready to jump."

The Spache seleetion consists of two paragrahs.
marble and the second about granite.

This first is about a

\.

Whle both are building stone, no

attempt is made to compare or contrast these stones to facilitate
comprehension.

Further, the organization of ideas within each paragaph is not

parallel, .nesulting in increased difficulty for the reader in processing and
remembering the information.

Since no.main idea statement is provided,,it

will be difficult'for the ,reader to identify.the relationship betweeo these
two types. of stone:

,

In short, passages at the sixth reader level are simil,ar to those at the

fourth reader level with the exception that they contain slightly mOre ideas
and .begin to intrdduce less famillar vocabulary and complp °sentence

struCtures..,Of the three test passages evaluated, the Spache appears to be
less comprehensible due to the number of ideas presented and poor text
organikation.
a-

.

a

.,

.

Test CorOaristms
S.

An.examinatiop was inade.oethe changes in number of idea, un:its and
,
.

inferenpes contained in all the test passages from'reader level two to six..

The findings revealed that 6h t4 average the SDRT had the smallest !lumber of
-

idea units and inferences when compared with the other"two tests, and.the
smallest increase in these variables from level two to six (M=10.5 idea units,
,

M=3 inferences).

"I'he greatest number of idea units and inferences were found

in the Spgche selections along with.the greatest increase in these variables
from revel two to level six (M=27'idea units,\M=5 inferences).

This sumMary

data illustrates the differences in comprehens'ibility among these diagnostic

tests.which in printiple were designed to assess students' comPrehension
.ability at approximately the sane reader levels.

'

'Text Variables
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k

Conclusion

The three reading diagnostic tests evaluated all purport ta assess
comprehenisOn ability at the second; fourth, and sixth reader levels.
4-7

However, this evaluation has shown that the three tests differ substantially
from one another with regard to the number 'of ideas presented, the number of

inferences necessary to integrate these ideas, and text organization
features.

Although readability indices have been employed to identify the/

difficulty level of/ihese passages,.theSe indices reflect only surface
features of t
passage"

/text and do not reflect the meaning characteristics of the

identify the Nariables integral for deriving meaning from the

text. As a result, these three tests contain features which decrease their

gomp

hensibility and confound the assessment of comprehension ability with

'text comprehensibility.
Test authors have an obligation, to apply the results from prose
comprehension research, and systematically control text variables in test

passages designed for reading diagnosis.

-In the interim, however, teachers

and diagnostiCians use these tests regularly to-identify children wit'h reading
comprehension problems.

Based upon this analysis, it is suggested that

teachers become knowledgeable about those text variables which influence
comprehensibility.

Tests which contain unfamiliar content, over-simplified or

vaguely defined vocabulary, disjointed ideas, and poor text organization
Increase the processing ',demands of the reader and'are less comprehensible.

Thus, if at all possible shoul

which contain these features

not be used for diagnostic purboses.

It tests

ave to be used due to state mandates or district

,46.1-delines, teachers will want to evaluate these tests with regard to the
text

fiariables discussed and consider to what extent a child has a comprehension
problem and to what 'extent the textis'pooi.ly constructed thereby creating

comprehension difficulties for the student.

9
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Table 1

+-ny

Readability Indices and Text Variables in Second, Fourth and Sixth Reader Level
Passages of Three Reading Diagnostic tests.
14

TESTS
Durrell

Variables

Spache

.SDRT

.

a

54

b94

# Sentences

,5

6

# Syllables

67.5

# Words

c

a

128
7

.

'IP

119

%

9

b

216

c la8

16

17

a

53
6

b

,

88

c

88
5

6

41,

131.1

187

'147.5

292.4

273.7.

75.8

114

124.7

.i,

Readability:
ARI

2.3

6.8

9.1,:

3.3

5.2

5.4

3.9

4.9

Flesch-Kincaid

3.4

6.9

8.8

4,2

5.6

5.9

4.7

5,4

2.2

---

..........,

---

3

--,

below

5-6

beloW
4th

5-6

7-8

high

low

r

Harris-Jacobson

.

3.2

.1

7.9;

,

Dale-Chall

4th

7-8

'

'k

below

4th Or

4th

less

..

med-high med-low med-low

*Conient Familiarity#'Idea Units

'

low-med

95

50

56

35
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